Command Line entry | results after pressing "Enter"
--- | ---
bgt | changes search version to BGT.
display all | displays all versions (substitute "d" for "display")
display clear bgt rsv lxe | displays only BGT, RSV and LXE versions
display clear | remove all but the current search version
display rsv greek | display only the RSV and all Greek versions
display english | display only all English versions
display -rsv | remove the RSV from the current display
display rsv bgt | add the RSV and BGT to the current display
convert rsv | changes the current version to the RSV and remaps the verse list window to the RSV
parallel bgt rsv wtt | opens a parallel window with the BGT, RSV and WTT displayed (substitute "p" for the word "parallel")

Ver | Command Line | Finds all verses with ...
--- | --- | ---
KJV | gen 1:1 | displays Genesis 1:1
KJV | gen 1:1 | displays Genesis 1:1
KJV | gen 1:1-3 | displays Genesis 1:1-3
KJV | mat 1 | displays Matthew 1 (entire chapter)
KJV | .jesus | containing the word Jesus
KJV | .jesus christ | containing both "jesus" AND "christ" anywhere in the verse in any order
KJV | /jesus christ | containing either "jesus" OR "christ"
KJV | .jesus | the word "jesus" but NOT the word "christ"
KJV | 'jesus christ | the phrase "jesus christ"
KJV | 'christ | the phrase "christ"
KJV | .paul | the word "paul"
KJV | .paul barnabas | "paul" AND "barnabas"
KJV | /paul barnabas | either "paul" OR "barnabas"
KJV | .paul barnabas;5 | "paul" AND "barnabas" within 5 verses of each other
KJV | .paul ibarnabas | the word "paul" but NOT the word "barnabas"
KJV | (Martha Mary).!(Martha Mary) | either Mary OR Martha but NOT both (an exclusive OR search)
KJV | .paul iibarnabas;5 | the word "paul" but NOT the word "barnabas" within 5 verses
KJV | (/paul saul).(barnabas) | either "paul" OR "saul" AND barnabas in the same verse
KJV | (/paul saul).5(barnabas) | either "paul" OR "saul" AND barnabas within 5 verses
KJV | (.paul barnabas;2)/(.paul silas;3) | "paul" AND "barnabas" within 2 verses OR "paul" AND "silas" within 3 verses.
KJV | *dom of god | phrases like "wisdom of god", "kingdom of god", and so on
KJV | */ite ites | words ending in "...ite" OR "...ites"
KJV | .wom?n | words of the form "women", "woman", "bondwoman", and so on
KJV | ((grac* faith*).5/(law* work*)) | a form of "grac..." OR "faith..." AND a form of "law..." OR "work..." within 5 verses
GNT | *pist* | words containing the substring "pist" (139 forms found)
GNT | 'pistos o logos | the phrase πιστος ο λογος ("faithful saying")
GNT | .paulos bapavas | the words παύλος AND βαπτισάς (nominative forms only)
GNT | .paul* bapavb* | words of the form παύλ... AND βαπτισά...
GNT | .paul* bapavb*;5 | words of the form παύλ... AND βαπτισά... within 5 verses
GNT | .christ* iro* | words of the form χριστ* AND words of the form ιρο*
GNT | .christ* iro* | words of the form χριστ* but NOT words of the form ιρο*
the words οὐκ and οúde with any two intervening words between
the words οὐκ and οúde with any 99 or fewer words intervening
any form of πιστεύω and any form of χαίρεις. In Greek morphology searches, words which do not contain an "@" are assumed to have a wildcard "@*" appended
any form of the root word ἀγαθός.
any form of the root word ἀγαθός AND any form of the root χριστός
any form of the root word ἀγαθός but NOT any form of the root χριστός
any form of the root word ἀγαθός OR any form of the root χριστός
any forms of the roots παῦλος OR σαῦλος AND βερναβᾶς within 5 verses
the preposition εἰν followed by any form of the root χριστός
any preposition followed by any form of the root χριστός
any preposition followed by any form of the root χριστός
all pluperfect verb forms
all verses with article-noun-καὶ-noun phrases
any form of the word καλάς followed by any form of the word εργαν
any form of the word καλάς followed by any form of the word εργαν within five words
a word καλάς followed by a form of the word εργαν within five words, with the two words agreeing in gender, case and number
all verses with καὶ preceded and followed by the same root with the καὶ 2 or less words from the root.
all verses with καὶ preceded and followed by the same noun root with the καὶ 2 or less words from the noun.
ocurrences of any noun followed by a form of ειμι but with no article preceding.
any noun or pronomial adjective beginning with the letter α
any indicative verb in the aorist or imperfect beginning with α
any articular noun followed by an adjective agreeing in gender, case and number
any articular noun followed within 1 to 4 words by an anarthrous adjective agreeing in gender, case and number
occurrences of the string ἀχλαίμην (and God said)
the forms μελέτης, ἀληθείας AND μελέτης καὶ ἀληθείας...
the word μελέτης AND NOT a word ending in ... any form of the root μελέτης followed by any form of the root ἀληθείας. For Hebrew morphology searches, words which do not contain an "@" (for Hebrew) or "%" (for Aramaic) are assumed to have a wildcard "@*" appended.
any form of the root μελέτης AND any form of the root ἀληθείας
any form of the root μελέτης but NOT containing any form of the root ἀληθείας
any piel or hiphāpel form of the stem בָּפֶר OR בָּפֶר תְּפִלָּה (and God said)
a 3rd person masculine singular piel form of the verb בָּפֶר in any aspect (tense), Qere and normal forms only.